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CHAPTER TWO

Hawaiian Volcanic
Activity

Fon MONTHS the pressure had been slowly increas
ing beneath Kilauea and Mauna Loa volcanoes.
Thirty kilometers to the past, at the edgE' of Kilauea
Crater, the ground had been tilting gently eastward
as the summit of Mauna Loa was pushed up by the
accumulation of molten rock beneath it. Then sud
denly, at 9:25 on the evening of June I, 1950, visi
tors at the Volcano House at Kilauea saw an
orange-red glow appear near the top of Mauna Loa.
The volcano was in eruption.

Actually the eruption probably had already been
in progress for about 20 minutes, but because of its
remoteness and the poor visibility it was not imme
diately detected. At about 9: 10, residents of the
small town of Naalehu, on the south flank of
Mauna Loa, heard a deep rumbling sound from the
direction of the top of the mountain; and even ear
li{'r, at 9:04, seismographs (instruments for measur
ing earthquakes) had started recording a steady
slight trembling of the ground, known as volcanic
tremor, that is caused by I'll(' movement of molten
rock through the feeding channf'ls of the volcano.

At first, two columns of gas, glowing bright
orange-red from the reflection of molten lava flows
beneath, rose from a point on the southwest flank of
the mountain about 3,780 meters above sea leve\.
The erupt ion point was located on a zone of cracks

that extends down the southwest side of the moun
tain (the so-called southwest rift zone), and during
the next few minutes the erupting cracks opened
farther and farther downslope. Within 15 minutes
the line of erupting cracks was 4 kilometers long,
and from it spurted fountains of molten rock (lava)
over a hundred meters high. The gas cloud rose in a
narrow column over 3 kilometers into the air, then
spread out to form a mushroom-shaped cloud
brightly lighted by the orange glare of the incandes
cent lava beneath it. A flood of very fluid, gas-rich
lava poured from the crack and westward down the
mountainside, forming many short streams and one
main flow that traveled downslope about 8
kilometers.

At about 10: IS P.M. another puff of gas was seen
to rise from a point much lower down on the zone
of fractures. This point was 12 kilometers south
west of the erupting crack near the top of the moun
tain and about 2,475 meters above sea level. Ten
minutes later a bright glow appeared OTl the lower
gas cloud, showing that orange-hot lava was pour
ing out at the lower site also. The glowing gas cloud
grew rapidly broader as the erupling fissure be
neath it continued to open bolh up and down the
mountainside. By 4 o'clock the next morning a line
of lava fountains 13 kilometers long was shooting
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Figure 2.1. Lava f1nw descending through the forest on the west
slopenf Mauna Loa. June 2. 1950.ln thceentcrnf the picture the
flow is more than a kilomett'r wide. Note the brilliant incandt,s
eenee of the rapidly advancing flow front in tl1<' fore~rollnd.

from the opened fissures to a height perhaps as
much as 300 meters above the ground.

From the base of the fountains a flood of rnolten
lava poured down the mountainside southward and
westward from the crest of the broad ridge along
which the erupting cracks were locatf'd. Ry day
break on June 2 OIW lava stream on tl1<' south slope
was 16 kilometers long. Even faster was tl1(' ad
vance of a flow on the west slope. Shortly after mid
night the flow was burning its way through the for
est not far above the highway. and at I :05 it
plunged into the sea. This flow had traveled 24 kilo
meters at an average speed of 9.4 kilometers an
hour. En route it had wiped out most of a small

village-all the villagers had escaped, though some
by a narrow margin.

By noon on Junl' 2 these early flows had ended,
but two other flows wen' pouring down the west
slope (fig. 2.1). One entered the occan just after
noon, destroying two groups of ranch buildings
along the way. The othl'r reached the shore at 3:30
P.M. (fig. 2.2). This one bl'came the principal flow
of the eruption. It gradually spread laterally, de
stroying as it did so a new restaurant and nearby
buildings.

During the next few days thousands of people vis
ited the flow wherl' it crossed the highway. Vendors
moved back and forth along the road selling ice
cream and soft drinks, and a police detail was kept
busy directing the parking of cars and preventing
visitors, fascinated with the hot lava, from becolll
ing too ca reless.

The eruption continued for two weeks. More
than 440,000,000 cubic meters of lava were poured
out, covering nearly 90 square kilometers of coun
try aboV(' sea level. Buildings and pastureland were
destroyed. but no one was injured.

This eruption was only one of more than 90 that
have taken place in the Hawaiian Islands sinee the
beginning of the J9th century. During that interval
Mauna Loa and Kilauea, on the island of Hawaii,
have been among the earth's most active volcanoes.
But just what is a volcano?

WHAT IS A VOLCANO?

.A. volcano may be defined as a place where molten
rock (magma) and/or gas from within the eart'h is
sue at the surface. The term is also used for the hill
or mountain built by the rock that is poured or
blown out. Using the word in the lattN sense, small
volcanoes may be hillocks only a few meters high,
while large oncs such as the Hawaiian mountains
may be many hundreds of cubic kilometers in
volume. The bulk of Mauna Loa is cstimated to be
about 42,000 cubic kilometers (10,000 cubic
miles), and it rises nearly 9,000 meters above its
base at the ocean floor. The truly enormous sizl' of
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Figure' 2.2. Lava flow "nte'rin~ th(' 0('(';10 00 Ih" w"sl sid" of Mauna Loa on ]unl" 2. 1950. Noll" th" st"arn cloud rising from II", lI("('an
and Ih" boiling wal"r at its !>ast'.

this mountain (probably the largest Single moun
tain on earth) can be appreciated "... Iwn it is com
pared with the great volcanic mountains Shasta
and Fuji, each of which has a volume of about 420
cubic kilometers. Mauna Loa is one hundred times
larger than either of them.

Sometimes the word crater is used incorrectly to
mean a volcanic hill or mountain. Craters are
bowl-shaped or funnel-shaped depressions-not

hills. Volcanic craters are commonly found at the
summit of a volcano, but also often on its flanks: or
they may occur even in nonvolcanic rocks com
pletely apart from any volcanic mountain. So long
as they are formed by volcanic action they are vol
canic craters, no matter what the nature of the sur
rounding rocks.

Some volcanoes erupt only once; others erupt re
peatedly, and many volcanic mountains are built of
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the products of dozens or hundreds of eruptions.
Volcanic eruptions may differ wielely in character.
Some a re violently explosive; others a re gentle.
Eruptions of differing character may take place at
the same volcano. For the most part. however, each
volcano has a rather uniform and characteristic
"habit" of eruption. Exceptions includc the occa
sional explosions that occur at normally quiet vol
canoes as a result of water coming in contact with
molten or very hot rock. The explosions of Kilauea
volcano in 1924 were of that sort. It is also recog
nized that volcanoes commonly change as they
grow older, becomin~ more explosive toward the
end of their life spans.

The explosiveness of an eruption depends la rgely
on two factors: the fluidity. or viscosity, of the
lavas, and their gas content. Three factors govern
the viscosity of a lava, its chemical composition, its
temperature. and the amount of gas it contains. In
general, the higher the silica content of the lava the
more viscous it is, and the higher the temperature
and gas content, the lower the viscosity. Low viscos
ity fluid lava allows moderate amounts of gas to
bubble out with little more than minor spattering;
but in very viscous lava it is difficult for the gas to
work its way upward and break through the surface
of the liquid. and it accumulates until the pressure
is sufficiently high to allow it to burst free. With
high enough gas pressure, a large enough amount of
gas, and viscous enough lava, a major explosion or
series of explosions may result.

CHAHACTEHISTICS OF HAWAIIAN-TYPE

ERUPTIONS

In the course of the development of each individual
Havvaiian volcano. its characteristic pattern of
eruption chan~es. However. by far the largest part
of the building of the Hawaiian volcanic mountains
is of the sort exemplified by present-day Kilauea
and Mauna Loa, of which the 1950 eruption al
ready described was an unusually large example.
Indeed, Hawaii has given its name to this sort of
volcanic activity wherever it may occur. It is

known by volcanologists as Hawaiian-type erup
tion.

Kilauea and Mauna Loa release very fluid lava
containing only a relatively small amount of gas.
The gas escaping at the vent during an eruption
forms an impressively huge cloud that rises thou
sands of meters into the atmosphere, but actually
the cloud is much diluted by air, and a very small
amount of gas (in terms of weight percent of the
magma reaching the surface) occupies a very large
volume in the atmosphere. Calculations based on
estimates of the amount of gas given off during the
1940 eruption of Mauna Loa and the 1952 eruption
of Kilauea indicate that the gas forms only about 1
percent of the weight of the erupting magma. The
outstanding characteristic of Hawaiian-type erup
tions, as compared with other types, is their gentle
ness. Almost no explosion is involved; this unques
tionably is because of both the fluidity of the
magma and the small amount of gas it contains. To
be sure, jets of liquid lava shoot into the air, form
ing lava fountains that may continue uninterrupted
for many days and commonly reach heights of over
a hundred meters above the vent opening. In ] 949
the great fountain at the summit of Mauna Loa
probably was more than 300 meters high, and the
tremendously spectacular fountain of the 1959
eruption in Kilauea Iki Crater reached a height of
nearly 600 meters (plate 1). But these jets, impres
sive as they are, are essentially nonexplosive. The
rise of magma into the air is aided by the expansion
of the gas within it, but for the most part the foun
tains are simply streams of molten rock under pres
sure, shooting into the air mueh like a stream of
water from a hose or a fountain of water in a park.

SOURCE OF THE MAGMA

It is generally recognized today that the earth con
sists of three principal parts (see chap. 18). At the
center is the core, some 3,540 kilometers in radius;
on the outside is a very thin crust, only a few kilo
meters thick; and between them is the earth's man
tic, nearly 2,900 kilometers thick (fig. 18.1). Evi-
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Figure 2.3. Vertical cross section through the outer part of the earth, showing thc place of origin of the magma of Kilaul'<' and Mauna
Loa volcanoes, and th(' shallow magma rcser'·oir in whieh it accumulates before Nuptions.

dence, discussed in chapter 18, indicates that the
earth is essentially solid down to the boundary of
the core; yet there is also evidence that the magma
erupted by Hawaiian volcanoes is formed at com
paratively shallow depths within the earth. This
evidence comes primarily from the many thousands
of small earthquakes occurring beneath Kilauea
volcano. Most earthquakes are thought to originate
by cracking and slipping of hard rock surfaces.
Plastic or liquid rock such as magma, however, can
deform without causing earthquakes, and thus the
location of a zone of magma may be detected by the
absence of earthquakes within that zone. The distri
bution of earthquakes beneath Kilauea, together
with thc pattern of ground tilting on the volcano
suggest that the magma originates within a layer
some 50 to 80 kilometers below the volcano sum
mit, and moves upward through a roughly cylindri
cal conduit to a shallow magma reservoir only 2 to
5 kilometers below the ground surface (fig. 2.3).
The pattern of ground tilting at Kilauea indicates
an almost continuous movement of magma from
the deep source to the shallow reservoir, from
whence it is removed by intermittent surface erup
tions (Decker and Decker, ] 981). The rate of mag
ma movement from depth to thc shallow reservoir

is not as great as the surface eruption rate, and
eventually the eruption stops when the shallow res
ervoir becomes depleted.

Beneath Hawaii, the base of the crust is only 15
to 20 kilometers below sea level, and in some places
even less; thus there appears to be little question
that magma of the sort erupted in Hawaii is formed
by melting of previously solid rock in the outer part
of the earth's mantle. The question is, how does this
happen?

In deep mines and wells, wherever measurements
have been made. we find that the temperature in
creases downward within the earth. The rate of in
crease, called the geothermal gradient, varies some
what from place to place, but it averages about] °
C. for every 30 meters of depth. Under surface con
ditions most lava rocks begin to melt near 1,100°
C. and are fully fluid at 1,200° c.; with dissolved
gases present to act as fluxes they should melt at
even lower temperatures. Very fluid lavas erupted
at Kilauea have temperatures between 1.100° and
1,200° C. (very roughly 2,000° to 2.200° F.).
Thus, if the temperature continues to increase at the
same rate deep within the earth as it· does ncar the
surface, temperatures high enough to melt rocks
should be reached at a depth of only a little more
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than 30 kilometers. But if this is so, why is the
earth's mantle essentially solid? Apparently the
pressure. which also increases downward within
the ea rlh due to tlw increasing weight of the mass of
overlying rock, raises the melting point of the rocks
enough to keep them solid.

In the mantle, then, at depths below 30 kilome
ters the temperature is high enough to melt the rock
if it were under the same pressure that prevails at
the surface. but because of the very high pressure, it
remains solid. Local melting of the rock can then
result either from a rise of temperature to a level
above the melting temperature even under pressure,
or from a local reduction of pressure which would
lower the melting temperature of the rock. Al
though we still are not certain what the exact mech
anism is that brings about the melting, most ge
ologists now believe it is tied in some way to the
existence of a Hawaiian hot spot, as first proposed
by T. Wilson (1963). These ideas are discussed
more fully in chapter] 8.

COMPOSITION OF THE MAGMA

The magma reaching the surface is quite different
in chemical composition from the peridotite that
we believe constitutes the mantle (see chap. 18).
Some of this difference results from chemical pro
cesses within the magma as it rises, and some per
haps from melting or dissolving of rocks of the
earth's crust with which it comes in contact. We be
lipve, however, that the original magma, as it starts
to rise. is already considerably different from the
peridotite, and that here in IIawaii it corresponds
quite closely with that erupted at Mauna Loa or
Kilauea, with a good deal more silicon and less iron
and magnesium than the peridotite (see table 4.]).
This is probably because not all the minerals in the
peridotite melt at the same temperature. Those with
the lowest melting temperatures melt first, supply
ing the material that forms the magma. leaving be
hind as a solid residuum the components that melt
at higher temperatures.

Part of the magma consists of volatiles-sub
stances which, at the surface, tend to separate out

as gases and escape into the atmosphere. The exact
composition of the gas dissolved in the magma
when it starts its rise from depth is very hard to
determine, because t e gases react with each other
and with the other components of the magma as the
conditions of temperature and pressure change dur
ing the rise, and because an unknown amount of
water almost certainly is picked up by the magma
from the rocks bordering the conduit nea I' the sur
face. Chemical analyses of the best collections of
gas show that they contain, on the average, about
70 percent water vapor, 14 percent carbon dioxide,
5 percent nitrogen, 6 percent sulfur dioxide (the
choking gas one smells from a burning sulfur match
or fumigating candle), 2 percent sulfur trioxide, less
than 1 percent each of carbon monoxide, hydrogen,
and argon, and a bare trace of chlorine (Jaggar,
J940). Fluorine, a common gas at continental vol
canoes, has seldom been found in llawaii, though it
was present in gases collected from the 1959 lavas
in Kilauea Iki Crater (Murata, Ault, and White,
1964).

When it starts toward the surface the magma
probably is usually wholly liquid, with at the most
only a very few solid grains suspended in it. How
ever, as it rises it enters regions of progressively
lower temperature and pressure. Analysis of the
pattern of swelling and shrinking of the volcanic
mountain, coupled with earthquake evidence,
seems to indicate that beneath Kilauea the magma
pauses in its rise in a chamber a few kilometers
below the summit of the volcano (fig. 2.3). and no
doubt the same is lrue of other volcanoes. In these
cooler regions the magma loses heat to the sur
rounding rocks, and as it becomes cooler solid crys
tals of minerals start to form in it. The first to form
generally are olivines-the glassy green crystals
commonly seen in H waiian lava rocks (see chap.
4). CrOWing slowly, these crystals become fairly
large, often as much as half a centimeter across. If
at that stage the magma is brought out onto the
earth's surface by eruption, the rest of the liquid
cools quickly and forms a fine-grained matrix of
gray to black crystalli e and glassy material enclos
ing the larger crystals. (The large crystals in a finer
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Figure 2.4. Specimens or pahoeho(' ([('{Ii and all [right!, showing the contrast in vesicle shapes. Th(' scale is in inch('s.

matrix are called phenocrysts.) Rocks of this sort
are widespread in all the Hawaiian mountains.
Magma that has issued onto the surface of the earth
is called lava, and when solidified it is still referred
to as lava, or sometimes as lava rock.

As the magma enters the zone of low pressure
very close to the earth's surface, still another pro
cess begins. Gas starts to come out of solution and
forms bubbles in tht' magma, just as it does in soda
pop when the internal pressure in the bottle is re
lieved by removing the cap. At this stage the mag
ma consists of three physical phases: a liquid, solid
crystals, and bubbles of gas. This is the condition in
which most magmas are erupted. Solidifying of the
liquid rock preserves the bubble holes, which are
then known as vesicles (fig. 2.4). Bubbly solidified
rock froth is called scoria. or the rock is said to be
scoriaceous. Extremely inflated, very light rock
froth is pumice, which often is so light it will float
on water. Hawaiian pumice (reticulite) commonly

is lighter even than the pumice of other regions, but
it usually sinks quickly in water because it is so
inflated that the holes interconnect and allow it
quickly to become waterlogged.

PYROCLASTIC MATERIALS AND

STRUCTURES

Types of Ejecta

Volcanic gas escaping at the earth's surface carries
up with it into the air fragments of the magma, and
sometimes also fragments of solidified lava or of old
rocks that form the walls of the volcanic conduit. If
the gas r shes out violently it may carry large
amounts of material high into the air, but if it
escapes gently it may cause nothing more than a
weak spattering. In any case, the fragments thrown
into the air fall back to the ground, either close
around the vent or at a greater distance, and form
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what are known as pyroclastic ("fire-broken")
rocks. The Icelandic volcanologist Sigurdur Thor
arinsson has revived an ancient term used by Aris
totle, and proposes to call pyroclastic rocks by the
shorter designation, tf'phra. All fragments thrown
up (ejected) by volcanic explosion are also designat
ed by the term volcanic ejecta.

Ejecta are classified primarily according to size,
but the larger fragments also according to their flu
idity when they are thrown out. Fragments larger
than 4 centimeters in diameter are called bombs or
blocks, depending on their shape, which in turn de
pends on their fluidity when ejected. Bombs were
thrown out in a fluid state. In the air, many of them
take on a rounded shape. Some are nearly spher
ical; others are drawn out at the ends to a form
resembling the mass of yarn on the spindle of an
old-fashioned spinning wheel and are known as
fusiform or spindle bombs (fig. 2.5). Long thin

Fi!!:IJr(> 2.5. Volcanie bombs sittin~ on einder. Spherical bomb at
tht, top. cow-dung bomb at the bottom. and fusiform bomb in the
middle.

bombs, whieh are merely frozen "squirts" of fluid
lava, are ribbon bombs.

Spherical, spindle, and ribbon bombs have solid
ified in the air sufficiently to retain their shape
when·they strike the ground. but others are still so
fluid that they flatten out, or even splash, when they
hit. These are called pancake bombs, or even more
descriptively, cO\.v-dung bombs (figs. 2.5, 2.6). They
are quite characteristic of Hawaiian eruptions.
Some bombs, particularly those of spheric-al shape,
are formed when liq id lava adheres to a fragment
of already solid rock, completely enclosing it like
the chocolate surrounding the cream center of a
bonbon. These are cored bombs. Broken open, they
reveal the angular c reo which may be a fragment
of older rock. sometimes even of nonvolcanic na
ture. or a piece of spatter or cinder formed in an
earlier stage of the sclTne eruption. Although
regular-shaped bomb' are most conspicuous, many
are very irregular-fragments of liquid froth torn
apart by expanding gas and frozen in the air.

Some bombs are dense; others are moderately to
highly scoriaceous. Frothy fragments of this sort,
commonly very irreg lar in outline, are called cill
del' or scoria. Pumicc is simply an extrelTlely light
form of cinder. Many cinder and pumice fragments
are too small to be ealled bombs. and fall into the
classes of lapilli or ash, described in later para
graphs.

Bloeks are angular (fig. 2.6), having be('11 eitlwr
solid at the timc of ejection or so viscous that they
could not take on a rounded form ill the air. The
solid blocks may be fragments of older volcanic
rocks, or even nonvolcanic rocks. Koko Head, 011

Oahu, for instance, is full of blocks of limestone
torn from the coral reef beneath by the explosions
that built the cone. Other blocks are fragments of a
solidified crust that ad formed on the erupting
lava in the crater and was torn apart by the out
rushing gas.

"tv1asses of angular blocks are called volcanic
bl·eccia. The term is a general one. used by geolo
gists to designate any aggregate of angular frag
ments. Volcanic breccias may form in other ways
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Figure 2.6. Cow-dung bombs and volcanic blocks in Halt'akala Crater, Maui.

than by explosion. Greal: heaps of angular roek
fragments accumulate at the foot of cliffs, forming
talus slopes (see chap. 9). which may be buried by
lava flows and preserved in the st ruclurc of the vol
cano. Many of thesp talus breccias. exposed by ero
sion. have been found in the oldpr Hawaiian volca
noes. Commonly they mark tl1(' posit ion of the cliffs
that once bounded the ca ldera of the volcano. Oth
pr breccias are formed by mudflows. It is useful,
thereforc. to designate those forrrH'd by explosion as
cxplosion breccias. Beds of explosion brcccia can be
spcn in the high\.vav cut in the sidp of koko Crater
nearly opposite the parking area at the Halona
blowhole.

Ejecta less than 4 c('ntimeters in diameter' but
greater than 0.5 centimeters arc called lapil/a (sin
gular: lapillus). The word is Ilalian and means sim
ply "little stone." No distinction is made on the
basis of roundness or angularitv of thp fragments,
which duplicate all of the shapes found in bombs
and blocks.

Fragments less than 0.5 centimeters across arc
called volcanic ash (fig. 2.7). They mav 1)(' bits of al
r('ady solid rock or crystals from solid rock disrupt
eel by explosion, or they rna y be pa rt ides of lava
that were thrown up as a liquid spray. In the latter
case the bits of liquid freeze in the air to bits of
glass. Volcanic ash tends to become cemented to-
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Figul"(' 2.7. W('II·I)('<I<I..<I ash in Pal('," ,·all,,\'. Koko Head. Oahu. Th" whit" fragln"nts within the ash arc pi"..", of coral rppf which were

blast('d apart during th.. eruption.

gether very quickly to form a firm rock called tuff.
(Volcanic ash, known as pozzulana. was used by
the Romans as a natural cement in mortar between
building blocks. and it is still used in Italy today.)

Expanding gases in the lava fountains of
Hawaiian-type eruptions tend to tear the liquid into
irregular gobs and shreds, which fall back to the
ground to build a heap of fragments around tl1('
vent. Many of the fragments. being still partly liq
u id when they strike the ground, flatten out or
splash when they hit, forming spatter. When these
fragments adhere to each other because of the weld
ing together of their liquid edges they are said to be

welded. A mass of welded spatter is sometimes
called agglutinate. Spatter and agglutinate are dis
tinguished from cinder, in which the fragments are
solid, or nearly so, when they strike the ground, and
do not stick together.

Some of the bits of liquid thrown up by the lava
fountains solidify in t e air in typical drop shapes,
with one end broadly rounded and the other drawn
out into a long thin tapering point. These are called
Pele's tem's (fjg. 2.8), after Pele, the Hawaiian god
dess of volcanoes. Because they are frozen very
quickly in the air, they consist of glass, usually jet
black in color. Many of the drops draw out behind
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Figure 2.8. P(·lp·s hair (right) and Pel,,'s !pars rlr!I).

them thin threads of viscous liquid lava that also
freezes in the air to form slender glassy filaments
called Pele's hair (fig. 2.8). The threads, sometimes
a meter long, may drift in the wind for many
kilometers. Many eruptions produce Pele's hair, but
commonly that formed by big fountains is coarse
and stiff. Large amounts of beautifully fine Pele's
hair was formed by the innumerable small foun
tains on the Halemaumau lava lake (described later
in this chapter), and some of it can still be found
collected against the lee side of rocks in the Ka'u
Desert, downwind from Halemaumau. Although
some is dark brown to almost black, much of it is
light goldcn brown.

Cinder and Spatter Cones

The hill b ilt by fragments falling around the vent
commonly has the shape of a cone with tl1(' small
end cut off, and usually there is a crater at the sum
mit. Hills of this sort are referred to in a general
way as volcanic cones. Those formed of spatter are
spatter cones (fig. 2.9), and those of cinder are cin
der cones (fig. 2.10). Cow-dung bombs arc common
in spatter cones, and cinder cones often contain
some spherical, ribbon, or spindle bombs. The lat
ter are common in cinder cones near Hale Pohaku,
on the south side of Mauna Kea. although otherwise
they are quite rare in most of the Mauna Kea cones.
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Figurt· 2.9. Spaller-an,!-l-ind('r <:OIH'S al Ih(' \"l'nts of SllllH' nf Ih(' lava flows of 1955 (vents Y and Z, fig. 3.17).00 the east rift zone of
Kilau('a \"l,lt-ann.

Most of the cones on Kilauea and Mauna Loa, and
indeed most of those built by Hawaiian-type erup
tions, are spatter cones, because of the great fluidity
of the t'rupting magma. A few cinder cones arc
present, like the Karnakaia Hills on the southwest
rift zone of Kilauf'a, but they are small, and often
the cinder is mixed with spatter. A good cross
section of a cinder-and-spatter con(' can be seen on
the Chain of Craters Road in Hawaii Vo!canoE's
Na tiona I Pa rk, just east of the Dev iI's Throat.

Because Hawaiian-type eruptions commonly oc
cur along extensive fissures, the heap of E'jeded ma
terial oft('n is very long and narrow, and is called a
spattf'r rampart (fig. 2.11). Rarely in Hawaiian
type eruptions enough pumice is produced to build
a pumice cone. The largest of these is the conE' of the
1949 ('rupti.oll at t'he summit of Mauna Loa, during

the early stages of which the magma was so rich in
gas that an unusually large amount of pumice was
produced.

Ash and Tuff Cones

SomE'l"imes Hawaiian eruptions ncar the seashort'
are moderately explosive because of thE' abundant
steam formed when the hot magma encounters
E'ither sea water or water in the pores of the rocks
dose to the surface. These eruptions arc known as
hydromagmatie because they involve both molten
magma and water. (Explosions that result from th€'
heating of ground water to steam are called phreat
'ie, after the Greek word for a well; and where mag
matic gases also are involved the E'xplosions are
called phreatomagmatie.) In hydromagmatic ex
plosions the rapidly expanding steam blows much
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Figure 2.10. Cinder ,'Olle, at the sumlllit of tvlaulla Keil. The astronumical ohservatmv occupies tl1<' top of Summit Con", which is 200
nWlt'rs high: Goodrich COile is jllst ill front of it: alld in th" erat!'r of tl1t' older COIlt' in the fOrt'ground Lake Waiau lit's at the edge of a
Java flow, In the right hackgrolmd is Puu r-.·fakanaka, 1,200 meters in diamt'ter at Its hase. with severaJ smaller einder cones h,·tween it
and Summit Cone.

of the magma apart, forming a spray of tiny frag
ments and droplets which harden in the air to parti
cles of glassy ash, largely of sand or dust size, The
ash soon becomes cemented together into tuff, The
cone formed of unconsolidated ash is an ash ('Ol1e,

and the same cone after the ash has bepn consolidat
ed into tuff is a tuff cone (figs. 2.12,2.13).

The larger f ragmpnts of ash tend to fall closer to
the vent than do the smaller ones, resulting in a
sorting according to size. A single eruption consists
of a series of hundreds of more or less separate ex
plOSions, nd each explosion results in a shower of
ash that falls over the surrounding terrain forming
layers t1r t rnantlp tht> hills and valleys as well as
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Figur... 2. J I. Spatter rampart alung llw l'ahoa·Pohoiki road.
Puna, Hawaii.

the growing cone. Individual layers arch over tl)f'
rim of the cone. producing v"hat is known as mantle
bedding. Because large fragments fall faster than
small ones. each laver tends to grade from coarser
at tlw bottom to finer at the top. although some
times increasing strength of the explosion results in
a reverse grading. and sometimes tlw matf'l'ial falls
so thickly that sorting in the air cannot occur and
there is no grading, Often the sorting is far from
perfect, and occasiona I la rge blocks and bombs are
found embedded in fine ash. The large fragments
striking the unconsolidated ash may push down the
layers bcneath them. forming bomb sags (fig. 2.14).

Ash and tuff cone.- usually are much broader in
proportion to their height than are cinder or spatter
cones, and their craters are very broad and saucer
shaped (fig. 2.15). Diamond Head (fig. 2.12) and
Punchbowl, on Oah , are probably the best-known
examples. In Hawaii most tuff cones have formed
during the very late stage activity of the volcanoes,
described on later pages, but some formed during
the earlier stages also. Kapoho cone, on Kilauea
vokano near the east cape of the island of Hawaii,
is a good example: and the nearby cone built during
the eruption of 1960 also is very rich in ash. which
is not yet cemented into tuff. Other examples in
clude horseshoe-shaped islands such as Molokini,
Lehua, and Kaula (fig. 2.13).

The difference in 'hape of ash and cinder cones
(fig. 2.15) is the result of the difference in location
within the volcanic apparatus of the principal part
of the explosion. Cinder cones form from explosions
that take place largely down within the feeding
conduit. which acts like a gun barrel to shoot the
ejecta more or less directly upward. The cinders fall
back close around the vent, building a narrow cone
with a relatively small crater. In the formation of
ash cones the explosion occurs mostly at the ground
surface, and many of the fragments are thrown out
away from the vent at a low angle to pile up at a lit
t Ie distance in a broad cone with a wide shallow
crater. The ash explosions also are usually much
more powerful, and the ejecta reach a much greater
height and are therefore more widely dispersed. If
the wind is blowing predominantly from one direc
tion during the eruption, the ash, blown by the
wind, piles up more abundantly on the downwind
side of the vent, producing a cone which is higher
on one side than on lh other. This is very conspicu
ous in Diamond Head (fig. 2.12), which was built
during a time of strong northeast trade wind; as a
result more ash was piled up on the southwest side
of the cra tel' forming the high crest that towers
above Waikiki.

The eruptions responsible for building tuff cones
are the result of magma coming in contact with
water close to the ground surface. This is shown by
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Figure 2.\2. \)i"n1On" H,-"d, a palagonile luff <:011<' !)('Ionging 10 Ihe poslertlsional Honolulll Volcanic Series on Oahu. Nol" Ih" inward
dip (slope) of Ihe h"ds al Ihe Uppl'r righl edg" of tl1(' cone. The heds formerl\' arched over Ih" rim of th" "OIl('. bul th" outward-dipping
lwds h<1\'(' b('('1} fl'1l1on'd hy ('rosioll.

the fact that the cones on low ground <.:lose to the
position of the shoreline at the time of the eruption"
are tuff cones, whereas those on higher ground far
ther from the shore are always normal einder or
spat'ter cones. As an example, Mt. Tantalus, high on
the ridge just Wt'st of Manoa Vallcy in Honolulu,
was formed by erupt ion of the same sort of magma
that produced Pl.lnchbov,:1 and Diamond Head. De
spite the fad that thc C'ruption \·vas moderately ex
plosive and produced by a large amount of black
glassy sand-size ash. Tantalus is a normal cinder
cone.

The very rapid chilling of the droplets of magma
during the huilding of a basaltic ash cone results in
the formation of pale brown glass known as sidf'ro-

• It will \)e poin!<-d out in a lalt'r ('hapln 11,,11 Ihe posilion of
till' shoreline has shifted gr('all, mal1\ limes dming Ill<' n't'('lIt
hislor\' 01 the Hawaiian Islands.

melane, in eontrast to the black glass, called tachy
lite, formed by the slower chilling during ordinary
cinder-cone eruptions. The blackness of taehylite is
due to the presence in it of innumerable tiny dis
persed grains of the black mineral. magnetite,
which arc absent in sidcromelane. All basaltic glass
is very u stable, but sicleromelane is even mon' un
stable than tachylite, and the fragments are altered
by \-vater, desccnding through the ash, into a
brown, waxy- or ('arthy-appearing substance called
palagollite. The formation of palagonite is part of
the process of ct'nwnt'ing the ash into tuff-referred
to as palagonitc· tufT. Other minerals that help ce
ment the tuff are calcite and zeolite (see chap. 4).
Punchbowl and the COfl('S ncar Koko Head an'
formed largely of palagonite tuff, which also can be
seen readilv in the highway cuts on t'he seaward
side of Diamond I-lead near th(' Amelia Earhart
monumc t.
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Figure 2.13. Kaula Island. a tuff cnne that rises 165 meters above sea level. 35 kilometers southw('st of 'jih"u. It surmounts a sub
merged shield volcano. Noll' thl' wave-cut bench "bout 2 ml'lcrs abovt' present sea level.

LAVA FLOWS

At the base of the lava fountains of Hawaiian-tvpe
eruptions liquid magma pours out to form lava
flows. The lava flows of Hawaiian shield volcanoes
<He of two types. j>ahrwhop is characterized by
smooth, billowy. or ropy surfaces (figs. 2.] 6-2.18);
whereas aa has a verv rough. spinv, or rubbly sur
face (figs. 2.] 6, 2.] ~), 2.20). The two typcs int<:>r
grade. and occasionally it is difficult to c1assif\' a
particular flow or part of a flow as definitt'ly one or
the other. POl' the most part. however, they are dis
tinct. Pahoehoe is the more "primitive" of the two
types. Most flows emerge from the vent as pahoC'
hoe, changing to aa as they advance downslope.
The reverse change. from aa 10 pahoehoe. does not
occur, although ran·ly pahoehoe will bUITO\V under
an aa flow and <:>merg<:> at its lower margin gi\'ing
the false appearance of a flow changing from aa to
pahoehoe.

Chemical analyses of congealed fragments of
both types of lava show that there is no consistent
difference in compositon bctwcen them. Whether
one or the other forms de!wnds on the physical state
of the liquid lava and on the amount of stirring it
und(>rgoes. The more viscous the lava. the greater is
its tendency to change to aa. Likewise, the more
stirring it undergoes, the greater is the tendency for
this change. The latter is illustrated by the fact that
parts of the same' pahoehoe flow continuing down a
smooth slope in one area and tumbling over a diff
in another remains pahoehoc on the smooth slope
but changes immediatelv to aa where it goes down
the cliff. In some instances aa issues directly from
the vent, apparently as the rcsult of vigorous shr
ring of the liquid by unusually violent lava foun
taining.

As shown in figure 2.4, vesicles in pahoehoe' gen
erallv have fairly regular spheroidal shapes, where
as vesicles in aa tend to havc twisted, irregular
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Figure 2.14. BOIl11> sag in luff. Palea valley. Koko Head. Oahu.

shapes. This apparently occurs because the high flu
idity of pahoehoe lava allows the gas bubbles to
reta in thci r spheroida I shapes, but gas bubbles in
the more viscous aa lava are easily deformed.

Identification of the type of flow from the shape
of the vesic:les is not entirely infallible, because
sometimes some of the bubbles in pahoehoe become
deformed, and sometimes some aa bubbles retaiu
their regular shape. It probably is accurate 7 or 8
times out of 10.

The great fluidity of Hawaiian lava results in
rapid movement of the flows. In the main feeding
channels, speeds as great as 55 kilometers an hour
have been observed, but the flow as a whole ad-

vances much more slowly because the naITO\,\, feed
ing river, seldom more than IS meters wide, must
supply an advancing flow front that rnay be a kilo
meter or more across. The fi rst flows of the 1950
eruption traveled down the steep w('stern slope of
Mauna Loa from the vents to the s('a at an average
speed of 9 kilometers an hour, but most flows move
much rnore slc)\vly. Common raks in Hawaiian
eruptions are a few tens to a few hundreds of meters
per hour. In comparison, lava flows in most con
tinental regions commonly advance only a few
meters or tens of meters per day.

Flows often divide to pass on both sides of a hill
or slight elevation, reuniting on its downhill side
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Figure 2.1 S. Comparison of th" pl'llfiles of \'olenni" COIH'S. A, Ash
('Oll(' or luff con,,; B. "indf'r ('OIH'; C. shi('ld volcano; D, cnmpositc
\okano.

road cuts on all of the islands reveal the massive in
terior layers of aa flows between the clinkery top
and bottom (fig. 2.20).

The fragments of clinker that cover all flows are
often fantastically jagged and spiny. The spines are
so sharp that fragment sometimes cause painful
cuts when handled, and the leather boots of a per
son crossing the flow are soon scarred with a multi
tude of deep gashes. In mapping the upper parts of
Mauna Loa we found that boots would last only a
week or two on this cruel terrain.

Roughly spherical balls, ranging in size from a
few centimeters to 3 meters or more, are common
on aa flows. Broken open, they often reveal a spiral
structure. These accretionary lava halls are formed
when a fragment of solidified lava. often part of the
bank of the lava river, is rolled along and wrapped
lip in the viscous liquid, growing in size much like a
snowball rolling downhill in sticky snow.

At the end of an eruption the fluid lava may part
ly drain out of the central river of an aa flow, leav
ing a distinct channel below the adjacent flow sur
face. Such channels can be seen from the highway
on several of the historiC' lava flows in South Kana
and Ka'u, on the island of Hawaii.

~•._..,~
o 300' 600 ... e'e'~

B

but leaving it uncovered. These islands left in flows
arc known in Hawaii as kipukas. Although the orig
inal island was a high SPClt on the pre-flow surface.
increase in thickness of the flow may ultimately re
sult in the kipuka being lower than the surrounding
lava surface.

D

Charactl:'ristics ofAa Flows

Aa flows a rc fed by open rivers of la va loca ted nea r
the center line of the flow. From the river. some
lava spreads laterally to moving margins of the
f1o'vv, but a larger quantity rnoves downhill to feed
the actively advancing flow front. The clinkery sur
face of all aa flow covcrs a massive, relatively dense
inlerior. 1t is this massive central portion that is the
realh active portion while the flow is still alive. It
consists of pasty liquid that actually do{'s the flow
ing, while the clinker)' top is merelv carried along.
At the front of the flow, clinker fragments from the
top tumble dO'vvn (fig. 2.19) and al'(' buried bv the
advance of the lava over tlwm. This results in a lav
er of clinker at the bottom of the !'low also, but the
bottom clinker laver is generally thil1lwr and l('ss
continuous than the upper one. Locally, clinker
may extend all the way through the flow. Many

Characte1'istics of Pahof'hoe Flows

1'11<' feeding rivers of pahoehoe flows quickly crust
over and develop more or less continuous roofs, and
thenceforth the lava stream flows within a tunnel of
its own making. This tunnel is known as a lava tube
(plate j J). Many smaller tubes branch off the main
tul)('s <Ind feed the front and margins of the flow.
Commonl:-: the minor tubes at the flow margin feed
many small individual toes that protrude one after
another (fig. 2. Hi), still other toes then filling in be
tween them, so lhat the flow advances across the
ground much in the manner of a giant amoeba. Fig
ure 2.21 shows how a lava tube is formed.

Natural or artificial cuts often reveal a large
number of roughly oval (TOSS sections of pahoehoe
toes (fig. 2.22). fitted into each other at the edges,
with a more or less concentric arrangement of ro'ws
of vesicles, and in some cases with open centers,
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Figu ... ' 2.lfi. A lhill !,"h"ehoe flow (shill:' smooth surrael') reslillg on tht' c1inkC'r)' surfact' or an aa flow on th" south flank of Kilaut'a
volcano.

Most of the toes that project along the edge of
pahoehoe flows are solid, or nearly so. But some
are hollow. Since it is apparent that lava could not
have drained awav from inside to leave the open
space, thesc hollo"v toes must be balloon-like blis
ters, inflated bv expansion of gas within them.

The ropy surface of pahoehoe (fig. 2.18) is the re
sult of dragging and wrinkling of the solidifying but
still plastic crust by the moving liquid beneath. Be
cause the moving of the liquid stream is fastest in
the center, the ropy-looking wrinkles are curved.
with their convexity pointing in the direction of
flow. Often, however, the direction is only that of a
local turbulence, and not of the flow as a whole.
Geologists sometimes attempt to determine the di-

redion of movement of ancient lava flows by study
ing the direction of curvature of the wrinkles, but it
can only be done statistically, using a large number
of separate exposures. Anyone exposure may give
the wron answer.

A rap) surfacE' is commonly said to be character
istic of pahoehoe, but actually on many pahoehoe
flows it is present only over a small proportion of
the total area. Far commoner is a surfac'e that in de
tail is smooth or covered with tiny sharp protuber
ances (fig. 2.16), and in broader view is gently hum
mocky. ear the vents one often finds on the surface
of pahoehoe flows blisters from a few centimeters to
several meters across, which were formed by
expanding gas pushing up the overlying plastic skin
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FigUrl' 2.17.1\ thin pahoehoe flo", crossing till' Chain of Cmt('rs Road n('M Pauahi Crater on Noq-Illlwr 6. 1979.

of the flow. Manv of these can be seen on the sur
face of the 1959 lava in Kilauea Iki Crater, and the
1919lava flow in Kilauea caldera.

On the surfaces of pahoehoe flows one occasion
ally finds nearly round to oval. dOlTw-shaped hill
ocks, commonly 3 to 6 meters high and rarely as
much as 12 meters, formed by heaving up of the
crust of the flow (fig. 2.23). 1'h(,s(' an' known as
tumuli (singular: turnulus), because, viewed from a
distance, thev somewhat resemble ancient burial
mounds. Most of them are on flows that were
pooled in a crater, or otherwise confined. The
buckled-up crust usually is cracked, and commonly
a gaping crevasse crosses the top of the dOl'ne paral
lel to its length. The internal structure of the upper

part of the lava flow is clearly revealed in the wall
of these cracks. Lava from deeper in the flow often
is squeezed out through the cracks and dribbles
down the side of the turnulus: sometimes spattering
of the escaping lava builds a steep-sicled heap of
welded spatter a few meters high, known as a drih
let spirt" (fig. 2.23). or a larger cone called a Iwrnito
(fig. 2.24). Somctirnes the tUll1ulus is hollow, hut
usuallv the lava has risen within and filled it'.

The heaving up of the tumulus results largelv
from the moving nust of the flow being pushed
against stationary crust farther downstream, much
as a tablecloth rises in wrinkles when it is pushed to
gether between one's hands. The rise may be aided,
however, by hydrostatic pressure of the underlying
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Figure 2.18. Rope\' paho"h, .. surfa,,(' on th" south flank of Kilauea volcano. The fit'ld of til<' piclur/' is "boul 2 mf't('rs aeross.

liquid. Tumuli are well displayed on tht' floor of
Kilauea caldera.

Tumuli grade into longer and narrower ridges,
called preSSUH' ridges, that are formed in much the
same way. A small pressure ridge on the \92\ lava
flow is crossed bv the road on the floor of kilauea
caldera half a kilometer southwest of the parking
area at Halemaumau. Pressurt' ridges as much as
IS mett'rs high were formed on the \940 lava flow
in the summit caldera of 'launa Loa.

La va T1I hI'S

As the supply of lava diminishes during an erup
tion, the level of liquid in the feeding tube of a
pahoehoe flow often drops, leaving an open space
between it and the roof of the tube (fig. 2.21 D).

Pauses in the lowering of the liquid level may be
marked by "shorelincs"-nearly horizontal ridges
on the sides of the tube formed by remnants of crust
adhering to the walls. In the open space between the
surface of the flowing stream and the roof of the
tube. volcanic gas mixes with air and may burn.
producing a temperatun' actuallY considerably
higher than that of the molten lava. This may cause
some remelting of the roof of the tube, ,vhich can
sometimes be seen, through holes in the crust, drip
ping like the brick roof of an open-hearth steel fur
nace (plate 12). The drips sometimes trickle down,
one over another, and freeze to form stalactites
hanging from the roof. Some stalactites are quite
regular. slender, tapering cones. like icicles; others
are masses of solidified roundish drops resembling
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Fig",..' 2.1 'I. Tlw fronl of an ail flow ab""t 2 n1l'ters high. ;l(h'aneing across Ihe Pah"a-I-.:alapana road on Ill<' ('asl rift zone of Kilauea. in
tvlarl'b 1~)S5. 'I'll<' lighl-eolored paris are Ihe incilndl'sl'enl. stillli'luid inkrior portion of the flow.

bunches of grapes or strings of beads. Still others
arc very slender, like long thin twigs, as much as a
meter long: sometimcs the lower ends of all of the
slender stalactites in a tube arc bent sharply over in
the sallle din'ct ion-apparently because a strong
current of hot gas or air passed through the tube.
pushing the still-liquid drop.' to one side. Falling
onto the floor of the tube. the drops solidify to form
irn'gular humps, or stalagmites.

At the ('nd of an eruption most of the lava may
drain out of the rnain tubes. lC'aving open tunnels
commonlva fev,' meters in diameter. some as large
as 10 to J5 meters. Recently, a bulldozer clearing
land on the slope of Kilauea volcano broke through
the roof of a lava tube and dropped about J0 me
ters. These open tubes oft-en resemble ra il road or

highway tunnels, with arched roof and nearly flat
floor. The floor is the final congealed surface of the
lava stream in the tube. Just before the end of the
eruption, the lava sonw!imes becomes more vis
cous. and the very last lava flowing through the
tube may have changed to aa. We then find the ap
parently anomalous condition of an aa floor in a
pahoehoe tube. Rarel\'. tubes may form in aa flows,
but by far the greater number are in pahoehoe.

A well-known example of a lava tube in a pahoe
hoe flow is the Thurston Tube in Hawaii Volcanoes
National Park. Another is the Kaumana Cave. in
the J88 J lava flow on the slope above Hila. The
ancient Hawaiian burial caves in the cliff above
Napoopoo Bay, in the Kana district of Hawaii, also
are lava tubes.



Figllr<' 2.20. Aa flows at Halawa quarn', Oahu. showing the d('nsc flow interiors alld int('rhedded unconsolidal('d clinker.
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Figure 2.21. Diagram showing the stages in the formation of a
lava tube. A. A lava flow (confined in a valley) develops a thin
crust and starts to freeze inward from the edges, bul the center
r('mains fluid and continues to flow. B, The active movemenl of
liquid becomes n'stricted to a more or less cylindrical, pipelike
zone near the axis of the flow. C, The supply of liquid lava
diminishes and tht, liquid no longer entirely fills the pipe. Burn
ing gas above the liquid heats the roof of the pipe and causes it to
melt and drip. D, Further diminution of the supply lowers the
level of the surface of the liquid, which eventually congeals to
form a flat floor in the tube.

Figure 2.22. Cross sections of pahoehoe toes in the sea cliff near
Waialua. Molokai. Each toe shows the concentric structun' thai
results from gradual inward consolidation while the lava con
tinues to flow along its axis.

Tn:'e Molds

One of the results of the great flUidity of Hawaiian
lavas is the formation of tree molds, found occa
sionally in aa, but much more commonly in pahoe
hoI'. The fluid lava engulfs the trunk of the tree and
solidifips against it, often preserving the form of the
trunk and branches in considerable detail. The sud
den very high temperature often chars the surface
of the wood, leaving a nC'twork of cracks in the
shrinking charcoal; the lava then fills the cracks
and preserves a perfect mold of the checked eha r
coal surface. An extremely fine example of molding
of vegetation can be found in hilauca Iki Crater.
There the 1868 lava flow had buried tree fprns, and
on the bottom of the flow the forms of the fern
fronds were so perfectly preserved that, where the
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Fi~un' 2.23. Driblet spire on top of a tUl11ulus. ncar Mauna Iki. on the southwest flank of Kilauea voleano.

fronds had been upside down, botanists were able
to recognize the kind of fern from the pattern of the
tiny spores. In some instances, the molds of stand
ing trunks resemble wells dug in the lava. At other
places the trees had been knocked over. and the
tubular molds are more or less horizontal.

Quite often, as the eruption progresses, the liquid
lava surrounding upright trees drains on down
slope, leaving the shells of lava that chilled against
the trees standing as pil1ars above the adjacent lava
surface (fig. 2.25). Excellent examples can be seen
in the Lava Trees Park near Pahoa, in the eastern
part of the island of Hawaii. The voluminous erup
tions from the east rift of Kilauea during J968 to
]974 flowed over much forested land and created
entire forests of tree molds (fig. 2.26).

BLock Lava Flows

Aa flows grade into another type known as block
lava flows, which have much the same structure as

that of aa flows, but the upper and lower fragmen
tal parts of the flow, instead of consisting of very
irregular jagged pieces of clinker, are made up of
blocks with relatively smooth sides. Block lava is
formed by more viscous magma than that which
forms aa, and consequently the flow tends to be
thicker and to move more slowly. There is very lit
tle true block lava in Hawaii, but many of the flows
erupted in the latc stages of activity (see chap. 6) are
gradational toward block lava. Excellent exposures
are found in the highway cuts through the "hawai
ite" (see chap. 4) flows on the flanks of Mauna Kea.

Joints in Lava Flows

All types of lava flows are usually broken by cracks
into innumerable polygonal blocks. The cracks arc
known asjoints. In other parts of the world some of
the joints are caused by bending or twisting of the
rock during mountain building or similar deform
ing processes (see chap. ] 7), but everywhere most of
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the joints in lava flows result from the stresses that
arise in the rock during cooling. As the rock cools, it
shrinks. If the shrinkage were completely uniform
throughout, and if the tensile strength of the rock
were sufficient to overcome the frictional resistance
to movement over the underlying surface, the entire
sheet would draw back toward a common center
without fracturing. But neither of these conditions
is fulfilled. Instead, the rock literally pulls itself
apart. The principal cracks develop approximately
perpendicular to the cooling surfacc-in the case of
a lava flow, the top and bottom surfaces of the flow.
The cracking is analogous to that of mud in a dried
up puddle. In the mud the cracks open at right
angles to the drying surface, and the intersection of

the cracks ideally forms short columns that tend to
be six sided.

In lava flows, a Iso, there is a tendency to form
six-sided columns, although the attainment of the
regular hexagonal form is rare, and usually five- or
seven-sided columns are as common as six-sided
ones. In some flows, such as those at the Devil's
Postpile in California and the Giant's Causeway in
Ireland, and many flows on the Columbia River
Plains of Washington and Oregon, columnar join't
ing of this sort is very well developed. In Hawaii it
is rare and usually indicates unusual conditions. It
can be seen at the Boiling Pots on the Wailuku
River above Hila (fig. 2.27), in the bluff behind the
sugar-loading dock at Nawiliwili on Kauai, in some

Figul'l' 2.24. Hornilos from 1\'laul1" Lllu f1o",s of janu<IIY 1973. ol1lh" casl rift zone of Kilauea ,·okal1o.
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FiF;lIn~ 2.25. Diagram illustrating the formation of tree molds
and "lava trees'" A forest (A) is invaded by a lava flow (in Bl. the
lava surrounding the trees and movinl!: in the direction indicated
by the arrows. The lava is chilled against the tn'C trunks and the
ground. and at the top by contact with the air. and forms a solid
crust on the top and bottom and around the trees. The fluid lava
in the center continues to flow and. as the supply diminishes
toward the end of the eruption. the remaining liquid portion
drains awav downslope (or back into tilt' vents). leaving the parts
solidified around the trees standing as columns as the surround
ing flow surface sinks (e). Sonw of the tree molds still contain the
charred trunks of trees. but in otht'rs the wood has burned away
and the chareoal has disappeared, leavinF; the mold hollow.

late lava flows of Haleakala on Maui, and at a few
other places. The Boiling Pots provides a good ex
ample of a type of environment in which columnar
jointing forms in Hawaii. Here, there was an exist
ing riwr valley, complete with potholes and deep
pools. A young lava then flowed down this river,

ponding in the pools and becoming cooled by the
river water that it displaced. It has been observed in
other areas that both ponding and watercooling
strongly favor the formation of columnar jointing.
It is this young lava flow which is columnar joint
ed. Many dikes show columnar jointing perpendic
ular to their walls (see chap. 5). In Hawaii the col
umns in lava flows generally are several meters
long and from several centimeters up to a meter
thick, and are subdivided into short segments by
cross joints.

On the island of Hawaii, lava that accumulated
in craters to form lava ponds or lakes has developed
columnar joints on cooling. However, the columns
generally are far less regular than those mentioned
in the last paragraph, and of larger size, commonly
3 to 5 meters in diameter. Instead of showing an ap
proach to hexagonal cross sections, they are usually
more or less rectangular. The tops of columns of
this sort are clearly visible to an observer looking
down onto the floor of Keanakakoi Crater at
Kilauea, where they are outl ined by rows of lighter
colored pumice, and in Kilauea Iki Crater, where
they are outlined by white salts and opal deposited
by gases rising through the joint cracks.

In most lava flows the joints formed normal (per
pendicular) to the surface by cooling are so irregu
lar and so broken by joints resulting from con
traction in other directions, and from continued
movement of the flow as it consolidated, that they
produce little or no columnar appearance. The lava
is simply broken into many irregular or rectangular
blocks. The complex of irregular joints is important
in governing the way in which the rock breaks dur
ing quarry 0lwrations, and in allowing the passage
of groundwater through the rock (sec chap. I]).

Pillow Lavas

As we have already discovered, when hot lava
comes in contact with either shallow groundwatC'r
or the cold ocean, steam often forms to produce the
explosive phreatic and littoral eruptions described
later in this chapter. If, however, the water is suffi-
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Figure 2.26. Tn>e molds form(,d in October 1968 during eruptions on Kilauea's upper east rift zon" .war Kane Nui 0 Hamo.

ciently deep so that its pressure prevents explosion,
or if the lava surface is chilled by contact with
water to form an out!'r crust which shields the hot
molten core from the water, pillow lavas may form.
When this happC'ns the lava appears to be madt, up
of closely packed ellipsoidal masses about the size
and shape of pillows-thus the term pillow lava
(fig. 3.37). Geologists have long observed pillow
lavas in rock outcrops above sea level. and have
surmised that the lavas were originallv formed be
low sea level and have since been uplifted to their
present subaerial positions (fig. 2.28). Pillow lavas
are thought to form sometimes in swampy or
marshy ground as well. Because of the special envi-

ronlllental significance of pillow lavas, their recog
nition often may be important in unraveling the
geologic history of an <!rea. In cross section, pillows
sometimes arc confused with pahoehoe toes. Close
examination, howpvcr, reveals a radial internal
structure in pillows (fig. 2.28), in contrast to the
concentric internal structure in pahoehoe toes (fig.
2.22).

In recent years, ocean-bottom photographs and
dredge samples have revealed the presence of pil
low lavas on many parts of the ocean floor. Until
very recently, however, the process of pillow forma
tion had never been directly observed. During the
197) to ]973 eruptions from the east rift of Kilauea



Figure 2.27. Columnar jointing in a lale prl'historie lava f10\V of Mauna Loa that followed the valley of the Wailuku River. The picture
was tak"n al Ihe Boilinp; Pots, a succession of big pothoil's along the Wailuku Hiver.
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Figurl' 2.21l. Cross sectiolls of pillll\\ lavas expos,'d al Ihe 1.,.1,'1)('111111(' Ditch. in lowN \Vain.".a Canyon. Kallai.

volcano, lava flowed into the spa along the south
east coast of llawaii. and scuba divprs for the first
time obsprved the formation of pillow lavas
(Moore, 19(5).

SHIELD VOLCANOES

The lava flo\vs of Mauna Loa and Kilauea are so
fluid that they spread out to great distancE's from
their vents. The flow of j 859, for example, extends
for 50 kilometers from its vent on the upper slope of
Mauna Loa into the sca. and no on(' knows how far
beneath sea level. (It poured into tlw ocean for
many weeks.) It covers an area abov!" sea levcl of 86
square kilomcters. The flows ar!:' thin, averaging

about 4 to 5 meters thick (fig. 2.29), and only rarely
reaching as much as 15 meters. These far-spreading
thin flows build broadly rounded, dome-shaped
mountains (l'ig. 2.34), known as shield I;olcanoes
because of a fancied resemblance in profile (fig.
2.1 SC) to that of the round shields of early German
ic warriors. Very little explosive action is involved
in their building, and fragmental material resulting
from explosion probably forms far less than I per
cent of the part of the shield above sea level. (We
shall see in chapter 6 that a considerable amount of
explosive material may be present in the part of the
mountain built by eruptions a few hundred meters
below the sea surface.)

Mauna Loa and Kilauea are typical shield volca-
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Figure 2.29. I\1akapull I k,,<I. Oahu. showing till' many thin lava flows that built the Koolall shit·ld \"flIea no. Thl' cliff is a Sf'a cliff, as
also is th.. part 01 th,' I'ali "isiblt' in tl)(' uppt'r left.

noes. They, and their lava flows, are representative
of by far the greatest part-probably more than 95
percent-of all thp great Hawaiian mountains.
Both pahoehoe and aa flows are present. Pahoehoe
is commoner on the upper slopes of the mounta in,
near the vents from whieh the flows isslled, and aa
is commoner on the lower slopes, because as tl1f'
lava moved downhill it cooled and lost gas, thus
becoming more viscous and changing to aa.

Shield volcanoes like those in the Hawaiian
lslands are characteristic of volcanoes forrned pri
marily in the deep ocean basins. Volcanoes formed
in continental regions and their coastal margins
typically are of a different type called composite
volcanoes. Composite volcanoes are different in
rock composition and different in shape from shield
volcanoes. They consist of interbedded lava flows
and layers of pyroclastic material formed by explo-
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sive eruptions of viscous, silica-rich magma (sf'e
figs. 7.2, 7.3). As a result, these volcanoes have a
mort' typical "volcano-like" shape-that is, much
steeper and more conical than shield volcanoes.
They include some of the most beautiful mountains
in the world-Mt. Shasta in California, Shishaldin
in the Aleutian Islands, Fuji-san in Japan, Vesuvius
in Italy, and the most perfectly formed of them all,
Mayon in the Philippines. Composite volcanoes are
described in 1110re detail in chapter 7, and the topic
of "oceanic" and "continental" volcanism is dis
cussed more fully in chapter 18.

Eruptive Mechanism

Kilauea and Mauna Loa are known to be among
the most active volcanoes on earth. Swanson (1972)
has determined that in recent years they have erupt
ed an average of 0.1 cubic kilometers of lava per
year. Because of this great activity, much has been
learned during the past two decades of the eruptive
mechanisms and structure, of Kilauea especially.
Because other volcanoes in the Hawaiian chain
havE' not been active in historic time (at least to any
significant extent) we have not been able to study
their eruptions first-hand; however, it is likely that
the eruptive behavior of most of thf' Hawaiian vol
canoes has been fairly similar to that of Kilauea. As
we learned earlier, magma rises through the upper
mantle into a shallow reservoir only a few kilome
ters below the Kilauea summit (fig. 2.3). Although
the exact nature of the reservoir is nol known, un
doubtedly it does not consist of a single large cham
ber. but rather of an intricate network of intercon
Jl(~ded chambers and channelwavs. The pattern of
ground tilting at I'.ilauea indicates an almost con
tinuous movement of magma from the deep sourn>
to the sha 1I0w reservoi r. As the reservoi I' becomes
filled it swells, causing noticeable inflation of the
summit area. With continual supply of magma the
rocks of the reservoir eventually rupture and mag
ma escapes from the sYstem, usuall" as a surface
eruption. In some cases, however, the pressure forc
ing the magma upward apparently is not sufficient
to push it all the way to the surface, and in these
instances, what is termed an intrusion occurs. An

intrusion has all the characteristics of a full-scale
surface eruption except that the lava never quite
reaches the ground surface. Eruptions probably
occur much more frequently on Kilauea than intru
sions, but because intrusive events have been recog
nized only within recent years, it is not known how
common they really are. From] 959 until the large
earthquake of November 1975 on its south flank
(see chap. 17), Kilauea had 24 separate eruptions
and] 2 intrusions without eruptions (personal com
munication, ] 982, Kobert Decker, Scientist-in
Charge. U.S. Geological Survey Hawaii Volcano
Observatory); however. since the 1975 earthquake
there havt' been at least 14 intrusions (Decker,
] 981) and only 4 surface eruptions. This almost cer
tainly is not representative of the long-term fre
quency of intrusions versus eruptions, but probably
is the result of significant ch,lIlgcs on the southern
flank of Kilauea brought aboul by the] 975 earth
quake. This topic is disl'ussed in greall'r detail near
the end of chapter 3.

Rift Zones

Eruptions that build shield \'o!canocs arc not con
fined to the summit of the llllJl.mtain but occur also
along fissures extending across the summit and far
down the flanks (fig. 2..'W). The main vent of the
1942 eruption of MaUlla Loa was 18 kilometers
from the summit. and the 1955 eruption of Kilauea
took place more than 32 kilometers from the sum
mit. The cracks that provide passageway for the
rising magma are nol isolated, but are parts of
extensive zones of fissures known as rift :::.ones.
Typically, there are l\.vo principal rift zones extend
ing outward fwm tbe summit of a shield volcano,
generally not forming a straight line, but lying at
an obtuse angle to each other (fig. 2.31). The main
rift zones of Mauna Loa form an angle of 150 0

. The
external angle between thp principal rift zones may
be bisectpd. as it is on Haleakala volcano on Maui,
by a minor rift zone.

During rift eruptions on both Kilauea and
Mauna Loa the summit area commonly deflates,
presumably in response to movement of magma
outward from the central reservoir into the rift



CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Work of Ice

ONE OHDINAHILY thinks of Hawaii as a tropical
region, where snow and ice do not exist, but this is
not entirely true. Climate depends on altitude as
well as latitude, and even at thc equator high moun
tains are crowned with icc and snow. Snow falls on
the high mountains of the island of Hawaii practi
cally every winter, and some years it remains on
Mauna Kea well into the succeeding summer (plate
3). On Mauna Kea, as in most other regions of the
world, one winter's snow melts or evaporates com
pletely away before the snowfalls of the next
winter. However, there are places on the earth
where some snow remains throughout the year and
is buried by the next year's snow. Under such condi
tions it accumulatl's to greater and greater thick
ness, and beneath the surface the delicate and
beautifully-shaped snowflakes are gradually trans
formed, first into granular snow, known as neve or
finl, consisting of little lumps of ice, and finally
into dense blue ice. Thl' latter is a true crystalline
solid··· actually a rock.

We do not ordinarily think of a solid as being
capable of flowing, but actually all solids can flow
under certain conditions (sec chap. 17), and icc
flows morc readily than most. When the accumu·
lating icc reaches a sufficient thickness it starts to
move under the influence of gravity and its own

weight, and becomes a glaCier. (In some areas
recent changes have brought about a thinning of
the ice and once-flowing glaCiers have ceased to
move. These we still call glaciers, though we really
should modify the term and call them stagnant
glaciers.)

The glacial ice flows slowly outward, away from
the center of accumulation. Only in the lower part
of the glacier is the pressure from the weight of the
overlying ice great enough to cause flowage. The
lower zone of flow is overlain by an upper zone of
fracture in which the ice is merely carried along on
the lower flowing portion, and breaks up as it
moves. In this respect' it resembles a moving aa lava
flow. Large cracks in the zone of fracture, known as
crevasses, constitute both an annoyance and a seri
ous hazard to persons crossing the ic('.

Outside the zone of accumulation the icc begins
to lose volume. This region is known as the zone of
wastage. There are several ways in which a glacil'r
wastes away. The most obvious is by melting of the
ice at and near its margin. This may produce a
large volume of meltwater that trickles down
through fractures and accumulates beneath the gla.
cier, pouring forth as streams from beneath the ice.
Some of the ice evaporates directly into the atmo
sphere without passing through an intermediate
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liquid stage. (The combination of melting and evap
oration in the zone of wastage is called ablation.)
Where glaciers flow into the ocean or into lakes,
chunks of ice may break off the end and float away.
This process is known as calving, and the floating
chunks of ice are icebergs.

So long as accumulation exceeds wastage, the
front of the glacier continues to advance. When
accumulation and wastage are equal the front is
stationary, and when wastage is greater than accu
mulation the glacier grows thinner and the front
recedes. In the last case the glacier is sometimes
said to be receding or retreating, but since the ice
must flow downhill or outward from a thick center
of accumulation, the glacier cannot aetually retreat
in the sense of moving backward. The icc continues
to flow outward; only the position of the ice front
recedes.

CLASSIFICATION OF GLACIERS

Glaciers are grouped in three general categories.
Valley glaciers. also known as Alpine glaciers
because they are widespread in the Alps and were
first studied there, arc streams of icc that form in
mountainous areas and flow down the valleys.
Some are very short-only a fraction of a kilometer
in length-but others attain lengths of many tens of
kilometers. Very small ones, occupying niches high
on thc mountainside, are sometimes called hanging
glaciers (cliff glaciers. or glacierettes).

A series of valley glaciers may emerge at the edge
of a mountain range and coalesce to form a broad
apron of ice known as a piedmont glacie1'.

In contrast to valley glaciers that move outward
only along the line of a Single valley, broad mounds
of ice that tend to spread radially in all directions
are known as ice caps if they are small. and ice
sheets if they art> large. The great mass of ice cover
ing most of Greenland is an ice sheet. Very large
glaciers covering many thousands of square kilo
meters are sometimes called continental glaciers.
They may be either ice sheets or a series of partly
coalescing valley glaciers.

EROSION AND DEPOSITION BY GLACIERS

A glacier carries rock debris on its surface, and fro
zen within and at the base of the ice. Rock frag
ments, broken by frost action from the mountain
peaks and steep valley walls which rise above val
ley glaciers, are brought clown onto the surface of
the glacier by landslides and snow avalanches. The
surface load of rock debris tends to sink into the ice
as the ice melts beneath the fragments and refreezes
above them. Other fragments tumble down into
crevasses. The base of the moving iee quickly
scrapes away the soil and subsoil, and soon rests on
fresh rock. Where the rock has been fractured the
ice freezes onto individual fragments, pulls them
free, and carries thelll away. This process is called
plucking. The bottom luad of a glacier (the rock
debris carried in the base' uf the ice) is acquired
largely by picking up already loose fragments and
by plucking, though SOil\(' material sinks all the
way through the icc from thl' surfal'e. In icc caps
and ice sheets the load is alillost l'ntirely bottom
load, because few rock massl's rise above them to
supply debris to the surface.

The rock fragments ca rri(,d in till' base of the ice
grind against the undl'rlyillg bedrock, smoothing,
scratching, and polishing the bedrock and becom
ing partly or complell'ly worn away themselves. A
rock surface over which a glacier has moved com
monly is highly polished and marked by a series of
long scratches, or sf:ria l'i OilS (l'ig. 13.1), that indicate
the direction of mOVl'lllt'n! of the icc. In being worn
away, the fragments frozen in the ice become fac
eted, with one or more Ibt sides that also may be
polished and striated. TIH'SC faceted, polished, and
striated rock fragmcnts constitute one of the princi
pal means by which w(' idt>ntify ancient glacial
deposits.

A steep-walled amphith('ater known as a cirqve
usually is formed at the lwad of a glacial valley. (It
has already been m('ntioned, in chapter 10, that the
amphitheater heads of some of our Hawaiian val
leys resemble surprisingly these glacial cirques,
although glaciers had nothing to do with their
origin.) The cirque seems to be formed largely by
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Figure 13.1. Clacial slriae on hawaiite blocks at an altitude of 3,525 l11t'ters on the southern slope of Mauna Kea.

plucking of rock fragments by the ice. Around the
head of the glacier is an arcuate fracture (the
bprgschnmd) formed as the glacier pulls away from
the ice frozen to the headwall of the vallev. Melt
\·vatcr often pours dO\'ln into the bergschrund dur
ing the davtime, and may penetrate into the frac
tures in the rock beneath the ice and freeze there,
prying rock fragments loose and freezing them to
the base of the glacier.

Two cirques cutting into a ridge from opposite
sides may modify it into a jagged knife-edged wall

known as an arNe. Once again. arNes find their
morphological counterparts in Hawaiian land
forms-the knife ridges that result largely from soil
avalanching. Three or more cirques cutting into a
mountain may produce a vcry steep sided pvra
midal or tooth-shaped peak known as a horn. The
classic example is the famous I\:latterhorn, in Swit
zerland. Seen from some directions, Olomana Peak,
on the windward side of the island of Oahu, bears
striking resemblance to a glacial horn.

Farther downstream thp valley glacier changes
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the cross section of the valley from the sharp V
shape typical of youthful or submature stream-cut
valleys to a U shape, and straightens the valley by
eroding off the ends of spurs that project into it.
Yosemite and Tenaya canyons, in Yosemite Nation
al Park, are good examples of U-shaped glaciated
valleys. Along the course of the valley some zones of
rock arc more fractured, and therefore more easily
eroded by the glacier, than others. At the more eas
ily eroded places the glacier cuts deeper, and when
the ice melts away the valley floor has a series of
basins that become lakes. A lake (tarn) also often
occupies the floor of the cirque after the glacier has
melted away.

The glacier occupying a major valley is com
monly much thicker than those occupying tributary
valleys, and it cuts down the floor of its valley
much more deeply. When the ice disappears, the
mouths of the tributary valleys are left hanging,
sometimes far above the floor of the major valley.
The tributary streams drop from the hanging val
leys into the master valley as waterfalls; good exam
ples are the Bridalveil Fall at Yosemite, and Yosem
ite Fall itself. Again, the hanging tributary valleys
with their plunging waterfalls in the heads of many
deep Hawaiian valleys, such as Nuuanu and Manoa
in Honolulu, although formed by entirely different
means, arc surprisingly similar to gl<lciated topog
raphy.

Beneath ice sheets and ice caps, valleys trending
parallel to the direction of ice movement may be
modified in a similar manner, though U-shaped val
leys arc far less characteristic of them than of valley
glaciers. Hills of bedrock often arc eroded into
roundC'd knobs \vith a gentlv sloping side facing the
direction from which the ice carne, and with the
other side steeper and often rather irregular due to
plucking out of rock fragments by the ice. These
rounded hills arc known as roches moutonnees,
because of a fancied resemblance to the rounded
backs of sheep.

At the terminus of the glaCier the melting ice
deposits its load of rock fragments in a long ridge,
parallel to the iCE' front, known as a terminal
moraine. If the climate becomes warmer and the

front of the glacier gradually recedes as the ice
melts away, a sheet of rock debris, called ground
moraine or till (fig. 13.2), is left on the uncovered
surface. Pauses in the recession of the ice front may
result in a series of debris ridges called recessional
momines. Along the edges of valley glaciers, or of
tongues protruding beyond the general margin of
an ice sheet, there may be deposited ridges of rock
fragments called lateml moraines.

Melting glaCial ice may release large volumes of
water that flows out away from the ice front, carry
ing with it part of the rock debris dropped by the
glacier. This material may be deposited as a broad
apron, or outwash plain, beyond the terminal
moraine, or if it is less regular in its distribution it
may be called simply o1ltwash. There are also many
special types of water-laid deposits associated with
glaCiers ("fluvio-glacial" deposits).

THE CHEAT ICE ACE

Toclay's glaciers are restricted to the arctic regions
and to high mountains in the temperate zone and
very high mountains in the tropics. But several
times in the history of the earth the climate has
grown colder and the glacier-covered areas have
expanded. The last of these lee Ages was in the
Pleistocene epoch of geologic time, roughly from
2,500,000 to 8,000 years ago. During part of that
time the ice covered essentially all of North Amer
ica down to the latitude of New York City. (In fact,
Long Island is part of the terminal moraine left by
the glacier.) All of northern Europe and much of
northern Asia also were ice covered. South of the
general ice margin, mountain glaciers were much
more extensive than they are today. The thickness
of the great ice sheets reached 1,500 meters or even
more, and the glaciers covered at least 30 percent
of the total present area of the continents.

In North America the ice spread out from three
general centers, one in the Canadian Rockies, one in
centra I Canada, and one in the vicinity of Labra
dor, though the maximum accumulation of ice was
not simultaneous in all three. Not only once, but
five times, major southward advances of the ice
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Figur(' 13.2. Terminal mora in" on th" south flank of Mauna Kea. The largest blocks arc about 11 m.... ter across.

occurred. These advances were sepa rated by peri
ods of warmer climate, during at least some of
which the climate was actually a good deal warmer
than it is now. with subtropical plants growing as
far north as southern Canada. There arc some peo
ple who suggest that we may now be in another
interglacial period--that the Creat Ice Age may not
be over, and that in the geologically near future ice
may again spread over much of the earth.

GLACIATION ON MAUNA KEA

Hawaii also had its glacier. During the Pleistocene
epoch an ice cap existed on the top of Mauna Kea

(fig. ] 3.3). Actually, the amount of climatic change
necessary to bring this about is not very great. Even
now snow sometimes persists on Mauna Kea
through the summer and as late as September. and
A. H. Woodcock has shown that permanent icc
exists in the cinder of the summit cones a few meters
below the surface. It has been estimated that an
increase in average rainfall of only 5 centimeters a
year, or a drop in average temperature of only a
few degrees, woulJ result in a year-round snow cap,
and the accumulation of snow from year to year
would soon form a glacier.

Daly (19] 0) was the first person to recognize gla
ciation on Mauna Kea. Later, Wentworth and
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Powers (] 94 1) described evidence of fOll r sepa rate
episodes of glaciation, although not all geologists
accepted their multiple glaciation hypothesis.
Kecently, an exhaustive study by Porter (1979) has
confirmed the existence of deposits from four gla
cial episodes during the past 300,000 years. The
oldest of these (called the Pohakuloa formation),
was deposited shortly after the eruption of a lava
flow which has becn dated (see chap. ] 6) at about

280,000 years old. The youngest glacial episode
(which is called the late Makanapa ice cap) reached
its maximum size sometime after about 30,000
years ago and disappeared from Mauna Kea sum
mit before about 9,100 years ago. This is known
because tephra layers which underlie deposits from
this glacial episode range in age from about 30,000
to 37,000 years, and algal-rich sediments, which
could not have been deposited beneath glacial ice,
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Figure 13.3. Map of jI.·1aulla K,'a, island of Hawnii. showing the extent of the ice eap thai occupied th,· summit of the mountain during
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began accumulating at the bottom of Lake Waiau,
which lies near the Mauna Kea summit, about
9,100 years ago. Porter (1979) also has found evi
dence that during at least two of the glacial epi
sodes, volcanic eruptions took place beneath the
glacial ice. The tephra cones Puu Waiau and Puu
Poliahu, located near the summit, arc composed
largely of hyaloclastite, which, as discussed in
chapter I, implies subaqueous deposition; this is
interpreted by Porter as evidence of eruptions
beneath the glacial ice cap.

The Mauna Kea icc caps were quite small. Porter
has calculated that the areal extent of the largest

two ice caps (the Pohakuloa and the Waihu, which
followed) was about 130-150 square kilometers,
and that maximum ice thickness in the summit
region during the Waihu ice cap, based on exposed
sections of hyaloclastite in Puu Waiau and Puu
Poliahu, was 150-170 meters. The last Makanapa
ice cap covered an area of about 70 square kilo
meters and had a maximum thickness of about 100
meters.

Evidence that the glacier existed is found in the
presence of several of the erosional and depositional
features characteristic of glacial action.

Within the limits of the glacier, many areas were

Fi!(ur<' 1:3.4. Tlw summil and so"th flank of 1'.,la""" ""a. showing lhe INminall11orain"l"fl 11\ th" ~Ia"i"r. Ne,lI' th" et'oler is" V-sh"ped
loop of moraine d"l)()siled b" tl1<' Pohakulo" lo!>" of tilt' p:laeit'r. From it tlw main mora in" ritlg,' ,',,«'nds hoth 10 Hll' left and lh,' right.
B"I",\' till' j'ohakuloa loop th" pr",nin"nt gorg" of Pohakuloa Sln'am was exeavakd primarily hy Ilwlt",aler from the lobe of th" glae;"r.
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scraped bare of ash and cinder, the c1inkery tops of
aa flows were removed. and the lower slopes of the
cinder cones were eroded and steepened. Denser
ledges of rock were sculptured into roches rnou
tonnpes, and locally small areas of rock surface
were left well polished and striated (fig. 13. j). In
general, however, glacial erosion was minor, in
keeping with the thinness of the ice.

Broad areas of thin ground moraine were left,
and around its edges the ice deposited ridges of ter
minal moraine, visible from a distance as a light
colorf>d band extending around the mountain a
short distance below its summit. Lateral morainf>s
were formed along the edges of some of the icc
lobes. By far the most prominent lobe was located
on the slope above Pohakuloa; its former position is
clearly indicated by a conspicuous loop of terminal
and lateral moraine, easily seen from the Humuula
Saddle between Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa (fig.
13.4). Abundant meltwater from this lobe eroded
the present gorge of Pohakuloa Stream. which
together with lesser streams from other lobes, such
as that at the head of Waikahalulu Gulch, spread a
mass of outwash gravel across the base of the moun
tain out onto the Humuula Saddle.

Glaciers may also have existed on Mauna Loa,

but if so all evidence of them has been buried by
more recent lava flows. Snowfall melts off Mauna
Loa very much faster than from Mauna Kea, per
haps partly owing to escape of volcanic heat, but
probably largely because the many small pinnacles
of very black rock that project through the snow
absorb more solar heat than do the lighter-colored
rocks of Mauna Kea. None of the other Hawaiian
mountains is as high as the lowest point reached by
the glacier on Mauna Kca, and consequently they
were not cold enough to have had icc caps.

Interestingly, t he most extensive evidence of
Pleistocene glaciatioll ill the Hawaiian Islands is
not the erosion and I!<-posit ion which resulted from
glaciation on Mauna \(',1. Hatlwr. far more signifi
cant" imprints on the Il'I\.\',lii<ln landscape were pro
duced by the numerous dl,lllges in worldwide sea
level that resulted frorn till' fn'(I'H'nt IIwlling and re
forming of glacial iu'. 'I'll(" dr('c!s or th('s(' sea level
changes are described ill ('h''1)t('r 14.
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